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Costs and benefits of EMU both lower than expected

The theory of optimal currency areas pits the benefits of greater trade 
against the costs of more volatile output. Prior to 1999, opponents and 
proponents of EMU made strong claims about both.

Main economic cost: Less stabilisation against idiosyncratic shocks.

Result: National growth rates have actually converged. 

Main economic benefit: Easier trade.

Result: Hard detect any significant change in the pattern of intra-Euro-
zone trade. 

It may be that the impact of the single currency has been obscured by 
other things. But it’s also possible that its effects on the real economy 
are not as big as was claimed a decade ago.
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Trade has risen but no faster than in the rest of the world
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Growth dispersion down, but also in the rest of the world
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Nordic experience is consistent with 
“low costs/low benefits” thesis

Sweden OUT 

Denmark FIXED

Finland IN 

But all have had a successful decade, despite pursuing very different 
monetary regimes. 

Not clear that we can infer anything from Iceland’s experience. 
Its balance of payments imbalances were worse than any EMU 
participant

A sample of one is not robust
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Looking forward: Sharply different policy stimuli in 
Sweden and Eurozone

GS FCIs: EMU & Sweden
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